
Dashboard - Bug #47458

mgr/dashboard: replace URLs with doc references in dash-devel.rst 

09/15/2020 11:41 AM - Lenz Grimmer

Status: Triaged % Done: 0%

Priority: Normal   

Assignee:    

Category: Docs   

Target version:    

Source:  Affected Versions:  

Tags:  ceph-qa-suite:  

Backport:  Pull request ID:  

Regression: No Crash signature (v1):  

Severity: 3 - minor Crash signature (v2):  

Reviewed:    

Description

Now that the HACKING.rst file has been moved into the documentation, it should be reviewed for URLs that point to other parts of

the documentation by URL instead of using references. These should be replaced.

Related issues:

Related to Dashboard - Bug #47396: mgr/dashboard: Remove HACKING.rst now that... Resolved

Related to Dashboard - Tasks #47230: mgr/dashboard: Move HACKING.rst into the... Resolved

History

#1 - 09/15/2020 11:47 AM - Lenz Grimmer

- Related to Bug #47396: mgr/dashboard: Remove HACKING.rst now that the content was added to the docs added

#2 - 09/15/2020 11:48 AM - Lenz Grimmer

- Related to Tasks #47230: mgr/dashboard: Move HACKING.rst into the main documentation added

#3 - 04/15/2021 04:59 PM - Ernesto Puerta

- Project changed from mgr to Dashboard

- Category changed from 175 to Docs

#4 - 04/23/2021 08:28 PM - Ngwa  Sedrick Meh

Hi, How can we resolve this?

#5 - 03/31/2022 09:22 PM - Laura Flores

Hi Sedrick, HACKING.rst used to exist outside of the documentation, and was referred to by URL. Now, it has been moved into the Documentation

and should be linked to by reference, not URL. See this commit: 

https://github.com/ceph/ceph/commit/5760cff6e3ad7a7e92e34188c8b6c47beb4f5270 for more context.

#6 - 04/05/2022 06:16 AM - Anonymous

I would like to take up this task. Kindly assign the issue to me!

#7 - 04/18/2022 03:04 PM - Laura Flores

Hi Urvi, Ernesto may have to add you to the Ceph devels group for you to be assigned to the issue. While that is in progress, go ahead and start

working on the issue.
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#8 - 04/19/2022 09:55 AM - Ernesto Puerta

- Status changed from New to Triaged

- Assignee set to Anonymous

Hi Urvi, I just added you to the Dashboard developers group. You can now self-assign this to you if you're still interested in working on this one.

Thanks!
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